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blue anadrol pills I just got some anadrol, they are blue round/hexagon shape with a line down the
middle on one side and a picture of a snake or something like that on the other side. Has anyone every
seen anadrol like this? 01-08-2007, 01:47 PM #2. yautja. Junior Member Join Date Okay so I have a pile
of these pills that are suppose to be 50mg anadrol. I got em from a local guy and they came in a bag. I
have no idea what brand they are, but they're tiny round, blue tablets, imprinted "TB" and smooth on the
other side. Has anyone seen these before? Any idea who the... Most Anadrol comes in blue pills that are
hexagon shaped (not to be confused with Dianabol Blue Hearts). Instead of buying from these locations,
it is important to look for the output shipping address. It needs to be located in North America, such as
Canada or the United States. Some companies based in the UK distribute Anadrol online. ANADROL
Tablets is indicated in the treatment of anemias caused by deficient red cell production. Acquired
aplastic anemia, congenital aplastic anemia, myelofibrosis and the hypoplastic anemias due to the
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administration of myelotoxic drugs often respond. Drugs.com provides accurate and independent
information on more than 24,000 prescription drugs, over-the-counter medicines and natural products.
This material is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended for medical advice, diagnosis
or treatment. Data sources include IBM Watson Micromedex (updated 3 May 2021), Cerner Multum™
(updated 4 May 2021), ASHP (updated 31 May 2021 ... https://www.colcampus.com/eportfolios/37330/
Home/La_Pharma_Testosterone_Cypionate_Buy_Steroids_Worldwide_eRxfFVXG_
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